The InSinkErator®
Showroom Collection
Autumn 2021
Steaming hot water taps and food
waste disposers to bring style and
convenience to your kitchen

Kelly
Hoppen
The entire InSinkErator® portfolio of specialist
kitchen taps and food waste disposers has
been endorsed by renowned, multi-award
winning, interior designer Kelly Hoppen.

A hot water tap was a no-brainer for me.
It’s perfect for anyone with a busy kitchen
and lifestyle. The food waste disposer is very
convenient and makes sorting food waste
much easier. They both save me so much
time, they instantly became my favourite
appliances in the kitchen.

Kelly Hoppen is well-known for her sleek and
timeless approach towards interior design,
which complements the modern, time-saving,
convenient kitchen products offered by
InSinkErator®.

Kelly Hoppen. CBE
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Food Waste
Disposers

InSinkErator® invented the world’s first food waste disposer
over 80 years ago. Today we remain the global market leader.
We manufacture a wide variety of models, designed to suit all
family sizes and needs. Neatly hidden under the kitchen sink,
a food waste disposer is both a convenient and responsible choice
for the modern home. It diverts your food waste from landfill
and is a great alternative if home composting is not possible.
The Kelly Hoppen endorsed InSinkErator® portfolio also boasts
an elegant collection of specialist kitchen taps. Designed to
eliminate the need for a kettle they are available in an array of
shapes and on-trend finishes, including Brushed Gold or Velvet
Black. The top-of-the range 4N1 Touch Tap instantly and safely
dispenses filtered steaming hot water, filtered ambient cold
water and regular hot and cold water from one combined fixture.

Designed for modern living and to suit any
style of kitchen, all products in the Showroom
Collection embrace special features and finishes
and can be relied on to provide great benefits
- especially to people with busy lifestyles.
The Showroom Collection is available only
through our exclusive distribution partners.
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A food waste disposer is an
alternative solution to the
food waste caddy
An InSinkErator® food waste disposer is a sustainable kitchen
appliance offering a hygienic, safe, and practical solution to
managing food waste in the home.
Leftovers from food preparation or meals are safely ground into
minute sized particles, without the use of blades, thanks to the
innovative system of stainless-steel grinding rings. The food waste
is simply rinsed away safely down the drain, through the standard
plumbing.

Once our customers experience
what an Evolution disposer
brings to their life, they would
never be without one.
Michael Dobson. Court Homemakers, Stockton on Tees.

Our food waste disposers are self-cleaning and made to last from
premium materials. They are designed to sit neatly under your sink,
with the further benefits of saving space and improving cleanliness
in the kitchen.

In an attempt to boost recycling and protect the environment,
the Government has announced separate food waste
collections for every UK household by 2023. Separate food
waste collection does mean smelly food waste collecting in
your food waste caddy.
Installing an InSinkErator® food waste disposer allows food
waste to be disposed of instantly, eliminating the need to
use an unhygienic and smelly food waste caddy,
where home composting is not possible.
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Showroom Collection food waste disposers

A food waste disposer is a must
have eco-gadget for the home
Whilst prevention of food waste is key there is always
unavoidable waste from food preparation or leftovers.
As a result, all too often in a throw-away society, food
waste ends-up in landfill where it contributes to the
release of harmful methane into the environment.
Instead of going to landfill, food waste can yield valuable
biogas and other vital soil nutrients which can be
recovered at the wastewater plant.

Your food waste is
ground into tiny
particles by your
InSinkErator® disposer...

These are flushed
through your plumbing
to wastewater
treatment...

Air switch included
The remote push button next
to the sink uses air pressure to
activate the food waste disposer.
Offering a full range of premium
finishes (chrome, brushed steel
and matte black).

Where they can yield
valuable biogas

...and fertiliser for
agriculture

Model
MultiGrind
Sound reduction technology
Built in air switch

E75

Evolution 150

Evolution 250

x1

x2

x3

Quiet

Quieter

Ultra-Quiet

✓

✓

✓

Power booster circuit

✓

Auto reverse

✓

✓

Stainless steel strainer basket

Stainless steel strainer basket

Stainless steel strainer basket

Stainless steel plug

✓

✓

✓

Easy clean baffle

✓

✓

✓

Grind chamber capacity

980ml

1005ml

1180ml

Horsepower

0.75 HP

0.75 HP

0.75 HP

✓

✓

7 Years

8 Years

Sink stopper

Cover control compatible
Warranty

RRP

6 Years
£510

All models feature:
• Innovative system of stainless
steel grinding rings
• Compact design
• Stainless steel sink stopper
with polished chrome cover

• Overload protection
• Built-in air switch in matte black,
chrome and brushed steel
• Quick Lock mounting assembly
for faster, easier installation
®

£525

£599

Batch feed kit for
food waste disposal unit
For those who prefer the on/off switch built
right into the disposer cover, InSinkErator®
offers the cover control accessory. It’s just
right for efficient batch feed operation.
Available for Evolution 150 and 250.
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Looking for some inspiration?

@thebushhome

Our food waste disposers and hot water taps are the
perfect addition to any kitchen. Check out how our
products have enhanced the kitchen experience in these
amazing snaps shared by our customers on Instagram.

COLOUR
RATIO

@thebushhome

@louteasdale

@not.ourforeverhome

@melba_house_

@ourhaconbyhome

Celebrity Stylist - Lou Teasdale’s
‘favourite kitchen appliance’ is our
Steaming Hot and Cold Water Tap.

@spongecakesquaretin

We teamed up with
Bake Off finalist
Steven Carter-Bailey
to demonstate just
how helpful a food
waste disposer is in
the kitchen.

Hollyoaks, Eastenders and I’m a
Celebrity Star, Jamie Lomas loves
his InSinkErator Hot Water Tap.

A steaming
hot water
side tap adds
convenience.

@houseglowup

Why not share your kitchen project
on Instagram and tag our handle
@insinkerator_uk to get featured!
#InSinkErator
@louteasdale

@jamielomas1
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To complement a Poggenpohl kitchen, only the
highest standards are good enough. The Showroom
Collection taps and disposers are perfect.
Marco Antonelli. Poggenpohl, Milan.

Premium 4N1 taps
Filtered cold water at the touch
of a button. Along with filtered
steaming hot and regular hot
and cold water.

Our 4N1 taps offer the ultimate in kitchen convenience.
As well as dispensing regular hot and cold water, they
also offer filtered steaming hot and cold water.
Filtered steaming hot water is perfect for instant hot
drinks and helps with numerous kitchen tasks, whilst
the filtered cold water means no more bottled water
or filter jugs.

• Touch button technology for filtered ambient water
• Smooth laminar flow of instant steaming hot
water up to 99 degrees*

• Tap comes complete with space-saving tank and filter
• Five year tap parts and labour limited warranty
• Two year tank parts and labour limited warranty
• Premium Italian design and manufacture
• Choice of three designs and finishes - contemporary L

shape, the classical J shape or the industrial U shape in
either Polished Chrome, Brushed Steel or Velvet Black

Filtered cold water flow
at the touch of a button

Now available with NeoChiller technology
You can now choose to have your cold water
refreshingly chilled and filtered thanks to the
InSinkErator® NeoChiller which sits alongside
your NeoTank under the sink.

*Water temperature in tank

4N1 Touch, J Shape, Velvet Black, Poggenpohl, Milan.
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Premium 3N1 taps
Hot, cold and filtered steaming
hot water. Luxury and
convenience at your fingertips

Premium Italian design with exclusive finishes and
the highest manufacturing standards combine to
create the superb 3N1 range.

• Replaces the kettle and streamlines your
kitchen worktops

• Smooth laminar flow of instant steaming hot
water up to 99 degrees*

• Time saving
• Tap comes complete with space-saving tank and filter
• Five year tap parts and labour limited warranty
• Two year tank parts and labour limited warranty

The quality and value of the 3N1 hot tap
from the Showroom Collection make it
an essential for every kitchen.
Graham Robinson. Halcyon Interiors, London.

The L Shape and the J Shape
Only available from the Showroom Collection, the 3N1 L shape is available
in Brushed Gold and the J Shape in Rose Gold. Other special edition finishes
include Polished Chrome, Brushed Steel and Chrome with black spout.
*Water temperature in tank
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The Showroom Collection hot taps
4N1 Touch taps
HOT

Side taps

3N1 taps

Soap dispenser

J Shape

U Shape

L Shape

J Shape

U Shape

L Shape

J Shape

L Shape

HC3300

H3300

Dispenses filtered steaming hot water up to 99°

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Dispenses cold filtered water

✓

✓

✓

Dispenses regular hot and cold water

✓

✓

✓

Push lock

Push lock

Push lock

Compatible with NeoChiller

✓

✓

✓

Spout insulation

✓

✓

Warranty

5 Years

Warranty (tank)

Safe
All of our steaming hot water
taps are protected by a
locking safety lever.
Energy efficient
An InSinkErator® steaming
hot water tap uses less energy
than a 40-watt light bulb.
Style

Safety action

Height & width (mm)
Depth (mm)

WRAS approval
All InSinkErator® 3N1 and 4N1 Touch
instant hot water taps, as well as
the NeoTank and filter unit, have
gained approval from the Water
Regulations Advisory Scheme (WRAS),
demonstrating our commitment to
compliance and safety.

RRP

DS200

✓

Push lock

Push lock

Push lock

Push lock

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

5 Years

5 Years

5 Years

5 Years

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

409 x 165

362 x 165

300 x 165

409 x 165

300 x 165

235 x 91

235 x 91

80 x 50

210

210

200

210

200

133.6

133.6

100

Matte Black
£999

Matte Black
£899

2 Years

Polished Chrome
£999

Polished Chrome
£999

Brushed Steel
£1,449

Brushed Steel
£1,159

Brushed Steel
£1,159

Brushed Steel
£120

Velvet Black
£1,449

Rose Gold
£1,159

Brushed Gold
£1,159

Rose Gold
£139

Jet Black spout
£1,159

Brushed Gold
£135

Polished Chrome
£1,349

Finishes and prices apply to all 4N1 models

All InSinkErator® 3N1 and 4N1
taps come with a compact
NeoTank and Water Filter.

Hygiene should be paramount in any kitchen.
Adding a soap dispenser to your sink ensures
cleanliness and, since they are specially
designed to complement our taps, keeps
your space looking state of the art.

Chrome
£110

Satin Black Nickel
£120
Velvet Black
£120
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NeoTank and NeoChiller

Our customer service promise

Great product
“Great product, lovely and quiet and does the job.
Very pleased with purchase.”

How did I manage without this?
“Instant hot water = instant tea. Brilliant.”
BRIAN SMITH

LINDA

NeoTank
Specially designed along with our filters to maximise the
efficiency and longevity of InSinkErator® taps, the NeoTank
delivers instant steaming hot water. The innovative 2.5 litre
design features a digital touch screen thermostat control
enabling users to set the water temperature between
88°C and 99°C, the perfect temperature for hot drinks.

NeoChiller
The high performance under counter NeoChiller is
compatible with our 4N1 and the additional HC1100
and C1100 taps (part of the Standard Collection).
It dispenses perfectly chilled filtered water with no
unpleasant taste and odours. It can dispense up to 7 litres
per hour of cold still water between 3°C and 10°C eliminating
bottled water or filter jugs, decluttering your kitchen.

The best customer service I’ve ever had...
“The best customer service i’ve ever had the experience of. They
couldn’t do enough for me. Fantastic service to go with a great
quality product”

Loving our insinkerator
“It’s very quiet to run and no
more food waste bins to deal with.
Great addition to our kitchen”

BILLY WILLIAMS

SUFIAH WALLACE

When you buy InSinkErator® Showroom Collection
products, you can buy with complete confidence.
Our taps and disposers undergo exhaustive testing
to meet both our own and wider industry approvals
and standards.
Extended warranties
As a result of our experience of manufacturing and
selling kitchen appliances over many years, we are
able to offer our customers extended warranties,
from five years on our hot taps through to seven
and eight years on our disposer models.

If something were to go wrong, it’s an easy process and
our specialist service agents ‘come to you’ to make sure
your InSinkErator® appliances are working exactly as
they should.

We are rated ‘Excellent’ on Trustpilot

RRP: £579
NeoTank dimensions (mm):
Height: 310. Width: 157. Depth: 206
®

NeoChiller dimensions (mm):
Height: 407. Width: 235. Depth: 260
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InSinkErator®, Suite 10, Building 6, Hatters Lane,
Croxley Park, Watford, Hertfordshire, WD18 8YH.
01923 297880
insinkerator.co.uk
ISE1021

